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1.0 .intrbduction and Summary

SCOPE OF INTEREST NOTICE
. The ERIC Facility has assigned

this document for pros ssIng
to:

In our judgement. this document
is also of interest to the clearing.
'Kruse' noted to the right. Ind..'
Ing should reflect their specie
points of view.

me Street Affect Bits

This report summarizes. the findings of a small pilot study
4) to measure comprehension of affective bitc- on "Sesame Street"
4) in children ages three to five years. Thr study described here

is one component of several related formative- research studiA
0 on affect-related p'togramming being qonducted at. the Center

for Research in Children's Television, Har ard University.
eti Because of the small sample used *in this p\lot study the findings
011. reported .here would be.st be verified with alditional samples.

)espite these' shortcomings, this study lead to the following
W eneral conclusions (which are.described,in more detail in sec-

t:0ns 5.0 - 10.0):

1. Bits .dealing with anger and pride e ffer in :their over --
all level of comprehension primaeflY in the area of '
labelling.
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2. In the.affect of anget, and in.many areas relating to 1
pride, affective messages relatino to labelling appear
to be-comprehended by children as young as three years.

3. Attention and) comprehension are not perfectly correlated
for anger and pride hits. Pride bits tend to show high
attention and low comprehension relative to anger bits.

4. There are systematic differencein production technique
between anger and pride hits. THese differences pertain
to overall fOrmat (section 7.0), bit attributes (section
8.0), and type of message about the emotion (section 9'.0

5. Because of the above pattern, greater research and pro-
duction attention should be paid to the internal format,-
attributes, and message strategies within affective bits
and to research relating to the comprehensio abilities
in the affective area of Children ages three five.

2.0 01:6eCtives.

.The objective of this study was to measure -compre
bits dealing with affect on "Sesame Street". Comprehe

'4

ensipn of
sion was



to be meapured in our general areas:

(1) Labelling: The child's ability to label an affective"
state in a character.

(2) Causal reas6iling: The child's ability to identify general
causes of a change in affect in a character-

%
(3) Prediction: The child's ability to predict plausible behav-

ior or feeling of the character in a bit, based on a-knowledge of the
character' affective states. , 4'

(4) Messages about feelings: The.child's hility to recall
specificmessages included 'in bits relating to affect.

3.0 Methodology

3.1 Treatment. Subjects ages three-to five were shown bits
ielating to two affective areas! anger and' pride. Children were shown
whole bits and comprehension was tested at the en of each hit. The
techniquet of stopping" the tape and tape replaysTere not used-in this
study. Furthermore, affective bits were shown out of context of the
-rest of the program of Sesame Street. Each child saw five consecutive.
'bits pertaining to pne emotional area. Comprehension questions were 4'

administered at tht. end of the viewing of each particular hit.

. 3.2, Strategy. The coilprehensioh of children was rieasureci at
only one pc-aril:TIT-time. There was nd attempt in-this pilot study to
measu ,te change in comprehension over tine as a result of viewing bits.

/3.3 Measures. The pr es used in this study were structured and"
.

based on verbal responses. Children were Asked a series of questions_
about bits they viewed.:- The observations in this-study were based :

entirely on the verbal responses of children to these questions.
Because of the pilot nature of this study, no attempt was made to
measure verbality of the children: To this extent, observations in
'this study inevitably will reflect,both comprehension of bits and
verbal ability of the child.

1

0

, 3.4 Procedure. Children were interviewed one at a time on two
separate occasions. On each occasion, children saw five hits relating
to either the emotion of pride or anger. At the end of each bit,
children were asked four pairs of questions or a total of forty guest-
tions in each testi g. session. Each child was later,shown a second
set of five bits pe taining to the other emotional area. Responses 4
of the children wer tape-reorded and later scored. Scoring was based
on the following ge eral distincticins:
0 ='-no correct respopse or no response at all; + = a partially correct
response;.++ =-a totally rect response.'
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3.5 Sample. Slibjectsfor the study were drawn from two day
care centers. One was lower middle:claSs, the other upper middle-clas
Fifteen subjects were used from each center. While the children in
the sample reported here do ademuately represent-the age. of the target
audience of. Sesame Street (2 years- 6 months - 5 years 9 months), the
)sample is of.a higher,SES and has a lower representation of minorities
than the Sesame Street taraet audience. This study should be replicat
on a lower class inner-city sample. To the extent that error is. intro

\duced by the sample being of a.higher .8ES background, it is.likely
that estimates of the "floor" abilities in section 5 wotild.be biased
downwards by sampling procedure.

4.0 Affect Bits. The pride and anger bits seleciedlrepresented
most, seasons of Sesame- Street,- although samplinOva heavier:in recent
-years. Therefore; bits chosen disproportionately represent recent
productions. of Sesame Street. Table- likpresents a list of the bits use
in this study. Those bits which are starred were-shown more frequent-

4.---1.y to children. HoWever, observations about the relative formats of
. pride and anger pieces mentioned in se tions 6 through 9 are based on
.assessments of all pf the bits mention d in Table 1. For the analysis
`of.these sections, 'it should be horn' mind that the bits in this
study do not reRresent a perfedtly random sampling of all bits in
the Sesame'Stregt:A.ibrary relating to pride and anger.

5.0. Compreh-ension patterns by age. Comprehension questions
related to niiE1177ekent types or-operations, many of which were
closely related to eachother:

(1) Labelling: 'the ability of the child to Choose a- correct
affective label from among several. labels offered.

(2) Labelling: the ability of the child when presented with
two affective labels to choose the label that correctly describe&
how a character in a bit felt.

(3) Labelling: the ability of the child to recall and label
how a particular character felt at a particular moment in the
story.

(4) Labelling: the ability to label an affective state in
another language (Spanish)

(5) Recall: the ability of 'the child to recall and to label
his own affective states (the ability to identify a particuldr
time and incident when he felt proud or angry). Xr

(6) Perception of'Similarity: the ability of .the child to,irecog
pize similarity in the affective-states of different heropWin
different stories.

(7) Causes of Feelings: the ability of the child to iden 1
general reasons or causes of particular affective states;;
heroes in stories.

4



'Table 1

Selected Pride a d'Anger Bits from Sesame Street

Title

Pride Bits:

3a

Time (approx.)

Baby Cookie ..___J

*The King's Problem '

*Song:lEveryone Makes;Mista es (Big Bird)
*Sang:I Me (live action)
Song:; Me (Eng. - Span.) ,

:57
3:48
1:54
1:18
1:45

*Baby iSteps 1:29
Gettlng Dressed 3:58
Unhappy Empire, 3:59
Song Believein YOursel 2:33
You an Clean Almost An thing (live action)' 2:44
Roo 1.rert Franklin Spel s His Name :54
*Str ggle (live action) 3:10
' Pro d Song -1:28
So g: Swi Bing 1 1:26
So gnkly lame 2:44
Song: Sp cial 1:49
Rooseve Franklin: Days of the Week MO.

Everybody's Different (Ernie) 2:29
Roosevelt Franklin: Great People

r
3:04

'Anger Bits:

Title

*Oscar/Maria: Enojada (Angry)
*Susan's Late
*Mad ong .

*Oscar Gets Angry
'Bert/Ernie: Beach bully
"*Bert Gets Angry
Maria's Mad
Mad/Happy Face '(Bert/David, a kid)
Film:1Anger
*Sam Blows His Top 4,
Lines 1 (abstract)

Time (approx.)

2:00
2:27
2:14
:50

3:30
2:44
,:57
'145
:17

2:00



(8) Predicting Behavior: the ability of the child to....p edict
behavior or feelings of, a hero in a story.

,

(9) Recall of message: the ability of the child to recall and
restate a specific message about feelings contained within a hit.

Each bit shown to children has probes relating to these nine areas
or operations. As mentioned above, children's responses were tape=
recorded and scored in ternsof three generalcategories: no response
Or totally incorrect response, partially correct'response, or completel
correct response. Children's abi 'ti to answerparticular types of36
questions correctly could be traced c oss ages. By breaking the
sample into 6 month age grdupings, it as possible to determine a
"floor" point for eae4 of the above nine operations, a point at which
at least half of the children in the age category could'give a par-
tially correct response to the question. Operations could then he
ranked in terns of the age level at which the ability to answer the
question first began to. consistently appear. Table 2 summarizes the
ranking of the operations by age ah44.12ntifies the floor ages at
which the ability appears. .

_

Labelling abilities appear first, followed by the capacity to
recall one's own affective states, the ability to recognize similarity
between affective states of different characters,the ability to iden-
tify causes of affective states, and finally the ability to 'predict
behavior of characters ini.stories. Within the ,sample used in this,
study, the capacity to label affective state's generally emerges in
3 year olds, and is shown in expanded form by the older children. The
-ability to recall one's own affective statd at another point in tine
and to label in another language appears roughly in the 4 year olds
for the first time. Ability to recognize similarities,in affective'
states of different characters, to identify general causes of affect-
ive states, and to predict behavior shows variable patterns and is
different for pride and anger pieces.i Three year olds can identify
the causes of anger and four year oils can predict behavior on the
basis of anger. Contr tingly, however, only ,five vear olds can iden-
tify causes of pride and an accurately predict behavior based cn
feelings .of pride.

While operations 1 through 6 appear quite similar for anger and
"pride pieces, operations 3 and 5 doshow some differences between
pride and anger. Operation 3, the ability to recall and label how
a particular charactet felt at a particular moment in the'story was
quite variable for children ages 3V to Similarly, the ability to
label pride in another languge w variable'.

Generally, Table 2 shows t e development of increasingly complex
comprehension abilities in. children ag6s 3 to 5, and indicates that
for the more complex operations, anger is more highly domprehended than

the emotion of pride: Whether' these differences' are, due to the diff-
erences in developmental complexity of cognitive abilities needed to
comprehend pride-as opposed to anger, is not clear. There is the dis-
tinct possibility that emotions differ in the child's ability to grasp
and underptand them, and that eertain emotions will he cognitively
"within reach" at earlier ages, Anger'would seem to be a universally

6'



Table .2

Comprehehsion Patterns in Selected..Operations by-Age
for Selected Pride and A er Bits on,Sesame Street

Operation Age

(ranked by -age) (in years & months)

2.6- 3.0-
2.11 . 3.5

4.

Labelling - 1

Labelling - 2

Labelling - 3

Recall

Labelling.- 4

Perception of Similarity

"Causes" of feelings

Predicting Behavior

A

A

(A)

A = comprehension of Anger

= comprehension of pride

7

3.6- 4.0- 4.6- 5.E- 5.6
3.11 4.5 4.11 5.5 5.1

A

A

P

A

A
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experienced emotion for Children, an affect with simple labels
and clear physical cuesA:hichcan be dssociatedwith it, ranging from
facial to bodily. cues. It is an emotion with which. parents ate. apt
to show more concern to the child. 'on the other. hand, pride's Causes
are more diverse, its physiological correlates more subtle, parental
concern about distant,%andthe cognitive prerequisites for
the child, to unaerstand pride in himself perhaps more complex. Des-
pite tilt strong Jikelihood that anger and pride represent affects of
different devdlopMentar complexity, differences in levels of compre-
.hension might not be solely attributable to these possipilities alone
as we shall see, in sections 6 through 9.

ComprehenSion of the specific messoge varies considnra ly within
pride and anger.. Comprehension would pear to be more Associated
with the setting of the message-and it degree of reinforcement within
the bit rather.than with the partibul r emotion involved.

Thus, while anger is the betters emotion, messages .

about ange'r contained in the mad.son were not well comprehended. Thi
is probably du9 to the fact that th.. verbal messages in that-song are
largely inaudible, There are conflicts with other. bit elements such
as th

s

visual track and the sound e fects track' which tend to decrease

IP
the ignal/noise ratip. Many' pride pieces have effectively trans-
mitted messages and these appear-t be better understood when the
message iS (a) simple, (b) clearl stated, (c) repeated, (d) reinforce
by a strong, plot which illbstrate the message, or by a refrain in a
song or the visual representation of the message. 4

6.0 Comprehension vs. Atte tion., Despite thd fact that ancrer
bits measured Somewhat higher in terms of comprehenslon in the eight
areas listed in Table 2, attention was higher to pride pieces. It
has been a strong assumption in Workshop research that high attention
invariably will be linked with sigh levels of comprehension. While
the patterns observed here do n t cast seriou's doukrt.on this overall.

'
position, they do provide inte esting grounds for more detailed
thought about the relationship between attention and comprehension.

9

Attention of children to its. was measured in a gross way without
the more detailed distractora aph methodology. Interviewers rated the
attention o'f children to bits as high, medium or low, and overall
ranks for the bits shown show d that, although pride pleces were lenge
in average length,_thdy produ ed higher levels of attention,.

Tliese unexpected patterns led us to more c6nsistently examine
the relative differences betveen pride and anger piecds which might
explain these patterns.

SeCtiOns 7 through 9;de cribe systematic differences between prid

and anger pieces that were covered in this analysis.

#

7.0 Format Difference
there are important'ai. ere
bits and these relating to

Within the bits useki in this study
ces in the dverall foeimat between anger.
ride..
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-Anger formats: Figur'e 1-illustrates
the general

structure to

an er7b-TEF77713eFit
usually begins with a situation Which cre es an

an dr reaction in a c'entralcharacter.
The emotion is the rally

labelled as..par of the'interaction
of characters.

Then, .the, last

pa #t of the bi usually
rel,ates to a resolution of the feelings of

ariger:
Often-relatdd.to a particular message about the handlings

of anger,- such as "'If you're angry, count to ten.", This type of

format Ilas distinct _phases and components. .

Pde fOrmats: The general type of format used in pride bits

diffef 'substantially.
"unlike anger bits, pride bits do not seem to

have any clear sequ6nce of steps within them or characteristic
sub-

components.
Generally, the -pride bits -are

built on one 'strong line

that run', throhghout the piece: usually built around activity, Mbsic

ot"plot...

Another iMportant tvpe of strong line that inteAates pride pieces

is a visual sequence
in which a child is attempting to accomplish

sbmethingand has increasing
degrees of success in an'activity as the

V
bit goes. on, ;Musical "numbers_offen

provide _the central elenlenA around

which a'bit is built:
'Some.cases

the strong centfal line

Of the bit is a well-integrated
plot which only stresses a pride

'message in the very last moments of the story.
Figure 1 gives a visual

representation,of4his
type of format. In the first.case.-where

a

Child is trying to accomplish something and with increasing'degr6es
of

success, there.s usually quick cuts betke,!en live action film segMent,s

o'ten'involvirig many
characters, other animals, or other situations

which are parallel to what the child is attempting Ito accomplish.
The

-pride message
,is closely

associated in these bits'-with theme
of com-

petence inaccomplishing.
what to a young child would be a fairly

complicated task. The second type of pride pieces is built around a

strong musical line,
usually a song, which is embellished

with a

message usually'
repeated in a refrain.

Often these musical refrains

are illustrated
with live action film footage. In both cases, a strop

central line is embellished and illustrated with musical and visual

materials.

Ihether by necessity
imposed by the nature of the feeling which

is.t e subject of the bit, or by production
habit mast anger bits

Os
ow the first type of format and most pride pieces follow the seco

Os we shall see in following sections, these formats in turn are

velated to other types of attributes which could explain variations

*n attention levels. Furthermore, particular formats lend themselves

to specific types of messages about feelings. It is unclear whether

an anger piece could be done with a "pride format" and vice verse.

Would reversing the format have any impact on the quality of the. 'lie

produced?
These types, of issues are addressed in the last section o

this report.
What is salient here is that by being forced to anal''

differences
between pride and anger pieces, we are being pushed towa

a deeper understanding
of the types of program

material we have been

producing. A deeper analysis Of the difference between pride and

anger pieces may give us clues to differential
effectiveness

between

types of bits and suggest wayS of increasing the effectiveness
of pr

tramming in the affective area.
9



Figure

(/

Visual Representa tion ofDifferences in Selected Pride
and Anger Bits on Sesame Street

Anger. Format

Sittlation emotional reaction resolution'(messAge)-

labelling

Pride Format

Illustration:

(other chdraCters) (message) "'

Strong 'line':

* music

* attempts at competence ( gradual success).

sw"..pnrri....A.....4.......cnonormmuloonAonommado.nnamoW0.014ogo

4..1

* plot

10
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8.0 Attribute Df.ffercnces. Attention studies conducted
Over severalyears at-thaChildren's_Television Workshop show that
.bits in SesaMe Street diffe'k in the overall, level of attention which
they-revoke. Fluctuationin attentioncAn be shown to be assoc7iated
with particular attributes' or qualities of bits. With increang'
numbers of studies)we,have developed a rather c.,:tended list C: qual-'
ities in 1.,rticulai bits which, 'for differgnt samples, ,appear to be
assoc:r.to,. with attention differences.. Drawing on lists of' attAibutes
developed in 'several Sesame Stret related studies, it is possible to
compareepride andangETTleces on several attribute dimensionsNto
search for consistent differences. Table III is a summary of general-,
-patterns of'attribute.differences which appeared in comparing pride,
.pieces with vigor pieces. The f6116ving list summarizes' some of
these 'distinctions;

40

'Curriculum Goal Type: Pride pieces tend to center on a particular
Message ti contained within a song. They also tend to ,have the
goal-of'creatihg a.particular affective state in the child,
making him feel more eenfident, proud or. 1.:c) raise his self7e4tecm.'
Angerkpieces On the cOntrary are" substantially focused around labelling
of the emotion and ohly on occasion are 'astocated with messages about
anger.

Clarity of Message: The message in pride pieces is often visually
reinforced. .Children and other animals are depicted doing something
for which they feel proud. Similarly, if the is stated, it's
stated rather clearly in the verbal refrain pf a s'ong-ana is embell-
ished upon with several examples. In anger pieces to-the contrary,
-the "verbal noise surrounding a message is higjler: nften a message
about anger is embedded ip dialogue between cllaracters and is not
otherwise reinforced or identified with music or other-visual-cues.

1 Format Type: As explained in Section 7, pride pieces are
integrated with a strong story line, visual line, or music line.
Anger pieces tend -to be compartmenta14.zed into the cytracteristic
plot format with articular identifiable steps in the format.

Visual Effects: Pride pieces employ more freaUent use of specill
visual effects such as pixillation, matting, double images, etc.

Visual Track: Pride pieces make more use of live action,in a
natural Letting.' Anger piece's tend to be studio based.

Characters: Pride pieces employ unique, unfamiliak characters'
more frequchtly. These are usually children who have never been seen
before on the program or new muppets created particularly for the piece
in question. Angp* pieces, on the other hand, alr.12st invariably employ
well known characters who are completely familiar:9a) the child.

Central characters is d pride pieces are us afly Cdildren or
,animals. Central characters in anger pieces a usually adults or
well established street characters such as Oscar and Big Bird,



,1,ahle III
/

Attribute Differences Between Selected Pride & Anger
Sesame Street

Bit Type
*itide*

Curriculum-Goal,Type *message focus
*creatiol).-of affective stat

Attribute

.A

Clarity of Message

haracters

ction
I-

::Treatment of Affect

; Goal Forniat Type

.

Visual

Dominant Tone

Track Focus,

*message often visual (seeing
child do' it)
*(message fairly clearly stated
& embellished)' `

*unfamiliar characters

*child emphasis
*natural action
*muppets ,

*affect shown implici:tly
*focus on build-up of emotion

*'pride format' emphasis
(see section/7,0)

*special effects
"*natural setting

*hapPy, jolly

4_

*music
*visual (live action:special
effects)

Pace *somewhat faster

Bit Duration" *longer (over 2:00)

Direction of Speech *to viewer (at times)

Music *central
strong melody
strong rhythm
refrain structures.

Sound Track *group voices
child voice -over

th attention shown in other Studies

suspected gains

7a

Bits on

Anger.

*labelling
*(message)

*verbal noise is high:

*familiar chpracters

*adults
*scripted
*known streetumuppets
(stereotyped)'

*shown explicitly
*focus on 'denouement

*'anger format'
emphasis

*studio based

*coniflicted; high'
'anxiety

*verbal

*shorter (under 2:00)

*between actors

*none

*no goup voices
*no child voice-over
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Treatment' of Affect: 'The emotion of pride is usually shown,
implicitly al.q is not Specifically labe],leRtin pride pieces. Anger
is usually shown explicitly. (phy-sically) and is explicitly labelled.

r .
Pride pieces tend, to focus oh the building up of-the.emotion of

pride. Anger piece5 tend to he concentrated oh the denouement or on
the resolution.of,the anger feeling. .

, --'

. .
,

. ,

Action:, Action in many pride, pieces tend to be natural, live
action.spontaneduslyJilmed footage. Action.in anger pieces tends to
be concocted, scripted plOts in which central characters Are acting:'

r
" 1

, -

. .
. ,

Dominant Tone: Inevitably pride pieces tend to have a happy,
jolly. dominant tone which tends to sweep the childrtaong_with -it.,
Not surprisingly angerpieces have a.conflict-laden tone and, prob-

7 ably' induce higher levels of anxiety because of confrontation between.
major characters.

DurrAL.on: Pride pieces are-relatively-long exceeding anaveraae
.two,minuteS in length. 'Anger pIeces,are shorter following below

fh&,two-minute mark.

Direction of'Speech: Pride pieces are more'Trequently Spoken
directly to the viewer. All dialogue. 'in anger. piedes'is-beti?ten
actors in the bit.

Pace: .Pide pieces are somewhat faster ih pact than. ger pieces

ViSual Movement on Screen: .pride pieces:involve faSter, larger "
vjsual movements on the screen,

.
rusic is' central in many pride pieces and frequently.

used. Furthermor,e, the music has certain effects such as strong
rhythmic quality, a strong'refraineasily identified lyrics and a
melodic quality which are characteristic ,of high levels of attention.
Anger pieces make little or-no use, of music.

Sound Techniaue: Pride pieces involVe voices of large,numberS of
actors simultaneously,. group voices which are associated with hiah
attention. Further re, many of the 'voice- roves in. pride pieces are
children's voices. nap pigces do not appear to make use of children

voices.

In Table III for each of these attributes an asterisk has been
placed next to the qualities which have been shown in other studies to.
be Associated with hiaher levels of attention. Table III clearly
shows triat many of the attributes associated with high levels of atten
tion are characteristically found in pride pieces. This fact, couple-d
with the'overall format of pride pieces, may he the reason that pride'

pieces have high levels of attention whine showing somewhat lower
levels of comprehension;

13



V.

'9.0 Mesage Types: In examining the distinctions between

pride and adger pieces a further group of differences became apparent

above and beyond differences in format and general hit attributes.

This final set of differences relates to-the type of message carried

in the bit. Clearly the area of affect is .complex and there are a

large number of distinct approaches to thesubject that can he taken.

Specifically, there appear to be several different types of - messaq;es

about feelings that could be transmitted in affective bits to increase

children's comprehensibn of a particular emotion. There are as follows

1. Labelling: Increasing the child's ability to identify

particular affective states with a particular label. Labelling,has

'been among the first and most cen-tral goals inthe affective area in'

Sesame Street. 'Many hits are specifically centered around messages

FEITIETITTEEYabelling. Bits with this type of message usually focus

on cues from faces,, voices, gesture, and other behavior whi,ch can be

indicative of a particular.affective state.

2'. Reasoning about feplinas: :Messages relating to the causes

of particular feeliligs. ,These types of messages pertain directly to,

what made particular characters feel a particular way. Thus in anger

pieces, for example, Maria flay explain to Oscar what made:, her ,get

angry.

3., 3Iodelling exnression: 'Messages focusing on socially desirable
ways of expressing feeling. in example in thebits in this study

would be one message how to cope witch angqr:, count to tens when you're

angry.
.

4. Creating a.feeling: _Messages focusing on creating a
are'affective state in the chsild as he views the bit. Eo:amples are numer-

ou:here from 1 ide pieces and they include Messages such as:."there's

njobody. in the /orld like you; being, small can be very important; "t'ou'r

special becau e you're you; everything / am is me;'only I have my

naMe; belie in, self".

S. . Awareness/under. dirig4 Messages directing'a 'child's atten-

tilon to a715TriTraiTTITemotion. or
explaining how an emotion "works". .

1n eXample. of this type of message is Gordon telling Big Bird that

just because hq's angry at Maria doesn't mean that he doesn't love ,her

,Reinforcing behavior: l'essages strLssing bow you might feel

if you do something in the future. ,Again, examples are numerous in

the area of pride. Several of, the pieces'stress that if You feelpro

if. you can walk .upstairs, tie your shoe, wash yourself, spell your

name, swing a swing, know'the days of the week, ride a bike, etc.

Messages of this type identify behavior in the world, which when .a eh:

encounters it, or succeeds in doing something, will remind him-that

he can feel good about it in ,a particular way.

Table IV summarizes 'these general types of Assages and gives

examples of them drawn from Jell° pieces inVolved'in this study. Severe

points seem worth mentioning here.' (1) Pride and anger pieces seem

to transmit different types of messages. They seem to approach the

issue'of emotion frOm different message.strategids and, therefore,

,14
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Table I'7

Message Strategies b} Type of AffectBit.

Message Type

.14 Labelling

2. Reasoning.

3. Modelling

4. Creating a
feeling

,
Awareness
Understanding"

6. Reinforcing-
ehavio

Type of Bits

Anger Pride

4

= occasionally + +.= frequently

'+ +

= tapped j:ly comprehension measures in this study

415

O
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they treat affect differently. Anaar pieces tend to/focus on
'labelling of the feeling, rdasonina about what caused( the feeling,
modelling expression of feelings, and to a lesser extent.,,an
awareness/understanding of, how feelings work. Pride pieces, on.the
contrary,center heavily on creating a particular affective state,
reinforcing behavior, and awareness of feelings. Again, the important
issue for research and production is to determine whether these
differences arc inevitably related to the type of affect in question,
or represent habits, of writing which might he changed-to produce
both learning from the bits.- (2) Particular messages may nest
conveniently with particular kinds of formats. The anger fOrmat may
be more well-suited for labelling, reasoning, and modelling expression
of behavior, while the pride format may he more well suited for, the
types of messages that seem to be contained in pride pieces.
(3) The comprehOsion methodology in this study is resitricted to only
two types of messages, Comprehensiom in'other areas may be good but '

we have limited ways of measuring' success curl'ently.

.10.0 Conclusions and Implications.

4
16.1 Genertl -:Conclusions.l.Children of different ages within

the target audience cOmpre7 different elements within affect pieces
Same asects of labelling ire comprehended by 3 year olds. while .other

...aSpects of-reasoning about-feelings only by 5 year olds.
.

.

within the si4hple. area of labnAling, there'are different
leVols_of complexity' which are mastered by children. of different ages.

. 3. The emotions of aner'and pride seem to be understood
erentialiy in tiieareps of compreheston Probed' in this study. Anger
apPeai.s. to be mor8,readily eoMprehended-bY.'younger children. This
may be because of several possible reasonsThMong'mhich are. the poss7
ibilities that, (1) .pride is a riore complex emotion developmentally;
(2) ,children have more conscious daily experience with anger than with
pride; or (3) pride pieces actually represent a different type of
learnijig treatment in which labelling and causal reasoning-about affec
is stressed less than in anger ,pieces.

, 4.. Comprehension of Message varies considerably within pride-and
anger pieces and appears to be, more associated with the-setting of the
message and. its degree of reinforcement'vithin the bit than_with the.:
emotion involved. ,

t.

.,

5. The explicitgoaI in the Sesame Street curriculum of tcachina
children to label emotions seems Within the limitations of this study,
to have been met-in the area of anger. If thi's proves to be a- general
findiag, it'opens4the issue of whether other more complex goals 'should
be undertaken in regards to emotions which appear to be relatively
easily understood by younger children.

z-
.

6. Bits dealing with particular types 'of emotion tend to differ
-in overall level of attention. Attention is high for pride pieces 4i

despite their relatively lower level of comprehension. It is imposisil

16
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from this study to determine the reasons for'disparities in attention
and comprehensidn. But it is possible that these differences can re
due to consistent distibctions-in overall format; bit attributes,
and types of messages conta-fined within anger and pride pieces.

10.2 Production imnlications. There appear to be consistent
Overall differences in the production format of anger and-pride pieces.
P. possibleimpligation.is that a conscious attempt should be m e to
interChange the format, attribute elements, and messages of ese
pieces to try to achieve a more effective -edudational trea- ent of-
each emotion. In the prpfluction area; several questions ould seem
to be pertinent. Some of them are as follows:

,

(11 .Are the, differences.in format by
the

or
the simple.accipulation-o*habit in the writing staff, or com- °

binatiom of. the two? .

(2) Are there other formats which Seem peculiar to other emotion
areas dealt with on Sesame Street? '

(3) Pow do formats nest with message strategies desgribed in
Section 9?

(4)- Are there optimal forma s for particular message strategies?-

(5) Can formats and attribute. element's be. changed consciously
writer.riters,,and production staff to achieve higher eddeational

effectiveness of bits?

(6) Can elements of high attention be more successfully-Combined
with message to produce higher learnihg outcomes ?

(7) Do message strategies interact to produce'learning.outeomes?,
Is there an optimal mix of formats and message strategies
will deepen andexpand comprehension of a particulgr affective-
area? . .

(8) Do different formats have age specific effectiveness with
younger children?

_10.3- Research implicati,onsT- There seem to be several implication
of the kinds of study for future research. (1) The current studies
should be replicated with a larger sample of inner city_target age
children to insure that the floor.levels that have been established
here are not too low. (2) There is a need for methodology to measure
all six message types described in Section 9 with the type of method-
ology used in this study involving structured questions which reauire
verbal responses, we can only begin to assess- messages .that d6a1 with
labelling and with reasoning about feelings. Other message types
would seem to call for their own peculiar methodologies. For example,
the modelling of behavior would call for a nonstructured observation
of behavior which is currently being used by othe formative studies
on the impact of Sesame Street. Some of the other mdSsage strategies
listed in Section-D would seem to ball for the development of-partic-
Ular methods which currently do not exist. It is entirely possible

17
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that Sesame Street is:having a mbre substantiallmpact in the affect-
ive area than we are capable of measuring s±mply for want of a method-
:01°mi in certain areas. It should also be noted here that one of the
most central purposes of Sesame Street from its initiation has been
to increase the s,elf-esteem o17 the child. Yet this over-riding q(5'al
has seemed to defy measurement. \s our undergtandinq of the affective.
impact of thd program unfolds, it is essential that we turn more atten-
tion, to the more problematic areas of measurement.,. (3) Coals in

. the affective area are stated in only general terms 4.elating often
to brcyd and simple functions such -as labelling. It-!loOld appeal- that
a retKinking of the goals in the affective area is'in order, with.two
major considerations to be _kept in mind.-

tAfeCt goals might be extende6 .beyond the simple process
of labelling, at least with emotions like anaer.

b. Labelling, itself, can he a somewhat complex process-and
might be stated more prdciaely in the curriculum..

,' .

(4) Goals relating-to message types 3 through 6 are not really
explicitly included in- the curriculum. Perhaps .attempts .should,he
made to make them more specific and therefore more measurable. .

(5)", Other affective material in the Sesame Street librarvshould te
scanned more carefully. for distinctions in format,-attributes, and
message.types along the lines lard out in,sections,7,8, and 9 in th. s
report. It is entirely 'possible we May .discover further the-diffeence
n production 'technique that we have hitherto been unaware' of .and .which
we: might use to deepen our understanding about .how to program effect-
ively in the affective area. (G) There's a .need to establish more
-clearly within the target audiences th0."fAtoors and ceilings" of
abilities in particular areas. In general, these floor capacities

.
c:-, .

would aive uS an acre -Specifid "mapll'.of the capacities of children to
comprehend. and deal with TirtiCular emotions. .!r_t_ might show the
differential unfolding of cognitive and coping capacities related to
particular emo-aons.as.childronget older. Specifically, as we have
seen .herei.angcr may he a developmentally simpler emotion in certain
operational areas td pride. Greater age specific enumeration of
comprehension of °Motional isnues would provide substantial assistance
in expanding prograM'goals in the affect area and'in developing more
effective program formats to teach these goals..
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